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Forty Hall
Woodlands Lake
JUNIOR MATCH THIS SUNDAY 11TH
All junior members are welcome 16 years old and under on the day
So far poor response good for those taking part as there will be more prizes to go round so
some may get two.
Other clubs in the E.A.C. are putting us to shame with our junior members support so come
on give it a go.
There have been lots of Carp caught lately and there are always plenty of Roach in every
swim. I can give any junior advice on fishing the lake if they don’t know it.
Give me a ring to book a place
The lake will not be closed on the day but only certain swims will be available depending
on the number of juniors.
Remember to fish normally you must book before fishing [ no charge ] you must speak in
person no messages
Note ! The car park is now locked nightly see board, if you are in after lock up you will be
there until 7.30am next morning, the car park is not security patrolled or watched over.

Paradise pond
It is now open for fishing. Not been many fishing it so far but fish to 8lbs banked and some
good sport had. Bait up well I suggest a tin of corn split into two places and fish light
swim feeder or laying on with a float. It worked for me big time. Take a few slices of
bread with you and toss them into the stock pond on your way to feed the small carp
there and on leaving any left over pellets or corn. Let me know how you get on.

Passingford
The pond still awaits new residents negotiations are on going but it has to be at least 8
weeks before we can even put fish in and maybe more to actually obtain the right fish
plus with the winter looming and no real cover in the pond it may be policy to wait until
March

Fishers Green
Autumn is on the doorstep so the river anglers will all be watching for a bit of extra water in
the river for the Barbel and Chub fishing. Barbel to 14.5lbs have been banked in the last
week and next month will see the Pike anglers showing up on the pits and the relief
channel
If you know of any member not getting this magazine please get them to ring me 020 8505 3215
secretary@hollowanglingsociety.co.uk

Mike Smith

